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Abstract
This article presents a neural network based multi-spectral image segmentation method. A neural network is trained
on the selected features of both the objects and background in the longwave (LW) Infrared (IR) images. Multiple
iterations of training are performed until the accuracy of the segmentation reaches satisfactory level. The
segmentation boundary of the LW image is used to segment the midwave (MW) and shortwave (SW) IR images. A
second neural network detects the local discontinuities and refines the accuracy of the local boundaries. This article
compares the neural network based segmentation method to the Wavelet-threshold and Grab-Cut methods. Test
results have shown increased accuracy and robustness of this segmentation scheme for multi-spectral IR images.
Keywords: Multi-band, Infrared, IR, segmentation, neural network learning, object recognition, classification,
Background removal.

1. INTRODUCTION
Computers play an important role in many aspects of life. However, it is still difficult for a computer to recognize
objects like human eyes. Computer vision has been an active research area for the past 30 years [1]. The
advancement of computer central processing unit (CPU) and graphical processing unit (GPU) technologies have
made possible massive parallel processing of artificial neural networks with millions of neurons. Intelligent
algorithms such as deep learning are closing the gap between computer and human vision.
One of the key research topics in computer vision is object segmentation. Image segmentation attempts to separate
an object from its background. It is quite challenging to separate an object from high background clutter. There are
many ways to segment an image. They can be classified into several general approaches.
•
•
•
•

1

The intensity-based segmentation is one of the simplest approaches to segment an image [2]. It relies on the
global and local threshold techniques for separating the main object from the background. If the background is
not uniform in intensity, then the threshold would not work.
The similarity-based segmentation is also called Region Growing method [3]. This method segments the image
by grouping neighboring similar pixels into a larger region.
The discontinuity-based method performs the segmentation based on detecting major differences in pixel
intensity between neighboring pixels [4]. This method detects the edge or boundary by finding the gradient and
derivative operators.
The clustering-based method segments the images by grouping the similar intensity and spatial order [5]. The
pixels in the image are allocated to a region based on their distance to its center and intensity. The center points
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are iteratively changed and updated until coordinates no longer change. It is similar to the similarity-based
method. The results of the segmentation process may vary due to user initializations.
The graphing-based method represents the image as a graph [6]. It uses an edge detection method to create
disjoint and to divide the image into sets or regions using edges as connections between pixels or regions.

LW Image, Video 35 Frame 40

MW Image, Video 35, Frame 40

LW Irrege. Video 63, Frame 50

MW Image, Video 63. Frame 50

SW Image, Video63, Frame 50

SW Image, Video35, Frame 40

This article presents a neural network-based segmentation method that segments targets in multiple band IR images.
Figure 1 shows an example of multi-band (SW, MW, and LW) IR images.

Figure 1: Multi-Band Infrared Image.

The image background has different cloud features in each band. The algorithm starts by using the threshold-based
method. Since the background is not always uniformly low, this method adds the similarity measures by calculating
the mean, standard deviation, minimum/maximum values of the sub-regions in the IR images. A neural network is
trained to take all of these parameters as inputs and produce an accurate classification between the object and the
background. Through correlation of unique features in all three bands, the objects in each of the three wavelengths
are aligned. The segmentation outline in the LW is then applied to the MW and SW. Another neural network is
trained to look for object edges in each wavelength. The discontinuity-based method is used along with the neural
network to detect edges accurately.

2. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS
This section describes the principles of the segmentation algorithms used in the comparison and analysis, namely,
the Wavelet filter/intensity threshold, the Grab-Cut, and the neural network-based segmentation methods.

2.1 Segmentation with Wavelet Filter and Intensity Thresholding
When performing image segmentation, intensity thresholding can be used if there is a large distinction between
target and background. The intensities of certain target and background regions within raw images are typically
quite similar, however, and as such some form of pre-processing is often necessary. When processing IR images a
filtering method is needed to increase general target intensity and suppress background features. This is especially
significant for most SW and some MW images where targets exhibit unwanted details and background features are
quite prominent. Additionally, due to variance in target size, the filtering method must have the ability to scale
appropriately. A wavelet based filter (shown in Figure 2) provides a degree of control over which features to
enhance based on qualities such as size and intensity. [7] The filtering method implemented in this particular
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segmentatiion process utiilizes a continuuous wavelet transform
t
withh the Mexican Hat wavelet. This
T wavelet is nondirectionall and as a result can detect pootential target features
f
regardlless of orientattion.

Figure 2: Two-Dimension
nal Mexican Haat Wavelet Funcction.

uous wavelet trransform used to filter images prior to thressholding is giveen by the equattion:
The Mexiccan Hat continu
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Where: σx and σy can be adjusted to maanipulate the sccale of the wavvelet used in the transform. Greater
G
scaling values
a
for enhaancement of larrger features with
w less detaill. Smaller scaling values com
mpress
stretch the wavelet and allow
a more detaiiled features.
the waveleet and result in the enhancemeent of smaller and
After enhaancing the desirred features, a simple threshoold function is applied to thee filtered imagee. An example of the
conversionn from wavelett-filtered imagees to binary im
mages in all thrree bands is shhown in Figuree 3. The first row
r
of
images shoows the origin
nal images beefore wavelet-ffiltering. The second row of
o images show
ws the imagess after
wavelet-filltering. The third row of imaages shows thee correspondinng binary imagges after threshholding. The im
mages
show appaarent noise and background feeatures misclasssified as the taarget in all threee bands.
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Figure 3: Segm
mentation with Wavelet
W
Filter an
nd Intensity Thrresholding.

2.2 Grab
b-Cut Segmentation
In image analysis,
a
efficieent extraction of
o foreground and backgrounnd is of great practical
p
importance. Grab-C
Cut [6]
is an interaactive foregrou
und extraction algorithm usinng an iterated graphing
g
methood. It is designned to solve thee "Min
Cut/Max Flow"
F
problem
m. An energy cost function is defined byy creating a specific
s
graph model. The energy
e
function has
h the followiing inputs: inpput image, andd a bounding box
b drawn by a person, whhich is the labeel that
defines whhether a pixel belongs
b
to the foreground orr background. Grab-Cut
G
encoourages neighbboring pixels too have
the same laabel and certain
n color distribuution. [8, 9]
Initially thhe user draws a rectangle around
a
the forreground regioon, inside whicch the target must be comppletely
contained as
a shown in Fiigure 4. The ouuter part of the rectangle willl be defined as the definite baackground, whhile the
inner of the rectangle con
ntains the unknnown combination of foregroound (target) annd backgroundd. Then the Graab-Cut
s
the im
mage iterativelly to get the beest result. As eaach frame is prrocessed by Grrab-Cut, the ressulting
algorithm segments
bounding box
b is used in the
t next frame,, automating thhe testing proceess.

Figu
ure 4: Images wiith User-Drawn Bounding Box
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II

Figure 5: Ressulting Grab-Cu
ut Image

The results in Figure 5 show that thee bounding boox needs to bee drawn by a person. In adddition, the Graab-Cut
segmentatiion method stilll cannot make a clear-cut of the object from
m the backgrouund.

2.3 Neurral Network
k-Based Segmentation
Inspired byy human brain
n operations, thhe artificial neeural network is capable of non-linear
n
classsification throough a
training process [10]. The advantage off a neural netw
work is its abilitty to adapt to new
n environmeents through trraining
d
This reseearch used a multi-layer
m
feedforward neurall network to perform segmenntation for the target
with new data.
from the background
b
in the LW images. Figure 6 illlustrates a typpical three-layeer neural netw
work. The first is the
input layerr. The featurees are input innto the neural network. The hidden layer finds
f
the assocciations of thee input
features. The
T output layer gives the connfidence of the decision on either “Target” or
o “Backgrounnd”.
Input

Hidden

Output

layer

layer

layer

Inpu
Inpu

111111!-0

Output

Inpu
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Figuree 6: Three Layerr Feed-Forwardd Neural Networrk

The mathematical formulla of the neurall network can be
b expressed inn Figure 7.

Figure 7: Mathematicaal Operation of a Neural Netwoork

The input of a neuron in
n the next layer is a weightted sum of all neurons in thhe previous layyer. The weighhts are
ning” algorithm
ms of the neuraal network. A backpropagatiion learning meethod is used too train
determinedd by the “Learn
the neural network. The input featuress are the “Meaan”, “Max”, “M
Min”, “STD”, “Distance to the
t Center”, annd the
pixel intennsity value.
As can be seen in the IR
R images in alll three bands,, it is difficult to segment thhe target of intterest only bassed on
intensity or a set of simp
ple local pixel features,
f
as cloouds reflect lonng waves in sim
milar amounts to the target. So the
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context around the pixel is used to increase the accuracy of the classification. As such, the texture information of a
pixel’s surrounding area is integrated as a feature by considering each pixel (x, y) with a window of 3x3 with (x, y)
being in center. The minimum and maximum intensity of the pixels in the 3x3 window, along with average and
standard deviation of intensity were computed and used as features. This approach utilized the fact that the farther
away a pixel is from the center of the mass of the target, the less likely it is to be part of the target by adding an
additional feature that represents distance of the pixel from the center of mass of the target.
This approach used tiling to reduce the execution time for the neural network-based segmentation. With tiling, the
image is divided into a 4×4 square and compute standard deviation of the pixels in that tile. If standard deviation is
below a threshold this method chooses a random point in the tile, performs classification, and uses the result of the
classification for all the other points in that tile. Using tiling increased the efficiency of segmentation significantly.
After producing a binary mask for the LW image using neural network segmentation, the mask is transformed and
aligned to the corresponding SW and MW frames using common correlation points. These points are user selected
in the starting frame of a given video, and then automatically tracked using a correlation algorithm in subsequent
frames [11]. The SW and MW images are then segmented using this altered LW mask.
Using the neural network to train on the features of the “Target” and “Background”, improves segmentation
accuracy and reliability. Figure 8 shows examples of the segmentation of the LW/MW/SW images using the neural
network. Despite the cloud in the background and fuzzy edges is in the images, the neural network accurately
recognized the outlines of the object in all three bands. Only parts of the rotor blades were missing due to the low
reflectance of the rotating blades in those sections.

- 9i.

W"

my-

Figure 8: Images before/after Neural Network-Based Segmentation

2.4 Local Edge Search using Neural Network
While the neural network-based segmentation method produces fairly accurate segmentation masks for LW images,
the segmentation results in MW and SW may not be accurate enough due to imperfect alignment among the bands.
To get a more accurate segmentation in MW and SW images, a local edge search algorithm can be applied to the
MW and SW images with the guidance of the LW mask. The local edge search algorithm takes into account the LW
segmentation mask and a few other features to find more accurate edges in the MW and SW images. The algorithm
basically creates a tighter segmentation that is closer to the true edge, and picks up small details that the LW mask
otherwise would not pick up in the MW and SW images.
The search function of the algorithm performs the calculations to choose the pixel that most likely is the true edge in
the original image. The search begins by finding the edge point in a local region that is perpendicular to the slope of
the pixel being searched. For each point in the local region, the function calculates features that are passed to a
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neural netw
work that outp
puts a value froom zero (0) too one (1) that represents
r
the probability off that point beinng the
true edge.
The first feature
f
is the intensity
i
changge at the locall region point.. To find the intensity channge, an edge fiilter is
applied to the local region point in thhe perpendiculaar direction. The
T second feaature is the diffference between the
nt local regionn point and thee previous truue edge point. The third feaature is the diistance
intensities of the curren
between thhe current locaal region point and the previious true edge point. The fouurth feature is the change inn angle
among the previous threee true edge poinnts. The fifth feature
f
is the diifference in anngle between thhe previous LW
W edge
points andd previous true edge points. These
T
five feaatures are passeed to a neural network. Thiss process is doone on
each pointt in the local region and the process willl choose the edge
e
point witth the maximuum class valuee. The
following illustrations sh
how an exampple of using the
t local edge search to impprove the accuuracy of an outline.
Figure 9 shhows a Neural network segm
mentation outlinne. Figure 10 shows
s
the outliine after local edge
e
search. Figure
F
11 shows the
t zoomed in
n part of the ouutline before loocal edge searcch. Figure 12 shows the zooomed in outlinee after
local regioon. Comparing the zoom-in outlines
o
in Fiigure 11 and Figure
F
12, the local
l
edge searrch is more acccurate
than using the neural netw
work-based seggmentation aloone.

Figu
ure 9: Neural neetwork segmentation outline.

Figure 11:: Zoomed in part of outline beffore local edge search.

F
Figure
10: Outlin
ne after local ed
dge search.

F
Figure
12: Zoom
med in outline affter local region
n.

3. EXPERIM
E
MENTAL RESULTS
S AND AN
NALYSIS
mented
The results of each segmentation metthod have beeen tested and compared usinng a database of hand-segm
h. The database contains sevven images of 640x512
6
resoluution from tenn videos. Each video
images as a ground truth
W, MW, and LW
L bands for a total of 210 test images, 700 in each bandd. Error results are given in percent
p
includes SW
image diffe
ference, calculaated by the equuation

%

100%

(2)

in which the
t sum of false positives andd false negativees calculates thhe number of pixels
p
which arre dissimilar beetween
the groundd truth image an
nd the image generated
g
from
m a specific seggmentation metthod. The segm
mentation methhods to
be compared are as follow
ws:
1.

W
Wavelet
filter an
nd intensity thrresholding
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2.
3.
4.

G
Grab-Cut
- Iteraated graph cuts
LW
W neural netw
work-based segm
mentation and alignment withh MW & SW images
i
LW
W neural netw
work segmentattion and alignm
ment with locall edge search

All segmenntation method
ds were tested on a commonn testing set off SW, MW, annd LW images for which there is a
correspondding image in the ground truuth database. These images contain targett objects with areas rangingg from
small (3200 pixels) to larrge (41000 pixeels) in both clooudy and clear environments..
Figure 133 shows the testing resultts and the comparison
c
chhart of the four
f
segmentaation methods: (1)
Wavelet+T
Threshold, (2) Grab-Cut, (3) Neural netwoork-based segm
mentation + alignment, and (4) Neural nettworkbased segm
mentation + aliignment + locaal edge search in three groupss, i.e., SW, MW
W and LW. Frrom the bar grraph in
Figure 13, we can see clearly that the neural net seggmentation annd cross band alignment
a
metthod with locaal edge
search are consistently th
he most accuratte across all thrree bands. Thee following secctions give detaailed analysis.

Figgure 13: Segmen
ntation Methodd Comparison.

3.1 Wavelet Filter and
a Intensityy Threshold
ding
When perfforming Wavellet filtering andd thresholding on each set off test images, thhe scaling valuues σx and σy as
a well
as the lumiinance threshold were manuaally optimized. Separate optim
mizations weree required for each
e
video as well
w as
each band. Though the wavelet filter was able to enhance
e
the taarget based onn the user deffined scaling values,
v
background features were often enhancced as well. Ass a result, thesee regions of baackground fell above
a
the lumiinance
threshold and
a were inclu
uded in the corrresponding biinary images. When
W
compareed to the manuual segmentations of
the IR imaages, all three bands
b
had a rellatively high avverage error duue to frames inn which backgrround regions exhibit
e
similar quaalities to the desired
d
target as
a shown in Figgure 14. The average
a
error rate
r for all bannds is around 6.47%.
6
The left most image in Figure 14 show
ws the original image.
i
The cennter image shows the waveleet filtered imagge. The
t binary imaage after threshhold. Notice thhe misclassifiedd background region
r
due to similar
s
right most image shows the
a cloud.
features beetween target and
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Figure 14: Limitations of the
t Wavelet Filtter Threshold Method.
M

3.2 Grab
b-Cut Segmentation
Grab-Cut generally
g
perfo
orms better withh LW images than
t
with MW
W and SW images, due to theirr distinct pixel
difference between foreg
ground and backkground. How
wever, cases whhere certain feaatures of the tarrget, such as thhe tail
and landingg gear, often co
onfused Grab-Cut into classifying the innerr area as a targeet. In addition,, MW and SW
images possed significant challenges duee to foregroundd and backgrouund similaritiess. Furthermoree, automating GrabG
Cut to run on multiple fraames of the im
mage was especially difficult in
i SW images due
d to its interaactive
foregroundd/background correction.
c
Inacccurate boundaary tracking oft
ften made the im
mage segmentaation obsolete. The
average errror for the Grab
b-Cut segmenttation method is
i around 5.30%
%, slightly bettter than the thrreshold methodd.

3.3 Neurral Net Segm
mentation and Cross-Band Alignm
ment
The segmeentation on thee testing set off 70 LW images was perform
med using a neeural network trained with sample
s
points from
m a training sett of 40 LW im
mages. The trainning set was seelected from thhe videos contaaining the testinng set,
but the fraame sets are co
ompletely disjoointed. As the initial
i
segmenttation was performed directly on the 70 LW
W test
frames, thee average errorr (0.54%) for thhis band is thee lowest of the three bands, as shown in thee third bar of thhe LW
group in thhe comparison table in Figuree 13. Differencces in target orrientation and level
l
of detail present an increased
percentagee of error when
n segmenting thhe correspondinng SW and MW
W images withh transformed LW
L masks.
When aliggning the LW segmentation with
w MW andd SW, inconsisstencies betweeen the bands due
d to asynchrronous
video conttribute sizably to the total errror. The largestt sources of errror are typicallly rotor blades, as it is not poossible
to align thhese features using current methods.
m
An exxample of this misalignment is shown in Figure
F
15. Figuure 15
shows an Image
I
overlay of neural net segmentation plus
p alignmentt and the grounnd truth segmeentation repressenting
the misaliggned rotors in
n MW. Gray areas are disssimilar regionns while whitte areas are similar
s
regionss. The
misalignedd rotor blades contribute
c
up to
t 1.16 percentt error. The ovverall average error for the neural
n
network based
segmentatiion method is 1.38%,
1
over 700% better than the two previoous methods.

NIL
Figure 15: Example
E
Misaliggnment.
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3.4 Neural Net Segmentation with Local Edge Search
The Local Edge Search algorithm decreases the percent error for all three wavelengths. The most apparent
improvement is with the LW images because there isn’t the problem of having to transform the mask before
performing local edge search, an issue with the algorithm is with MW and SW images. Because it uses the LW
transformed masks as the guideline, the performance really depends on how well the LW outline and the MW and
SW images are aligned. If there are large discrepancies between the transformed LW mask and the MW and SW
images, the algorithm will likely be unable to find the true edge for those parts of the image. The overall
performance of this method is the best, achieving a low average error rate of 1.28%.
Upon analyzing and comparing the results of all tested segmentation methods, it is clear that the neural network
segmentation in conjunction with cross-band alignment produces an accurate segmentation across all bands, more so
than either wavelet filtering and thresholding or Grab-Cut segmentation. Additionally, the local edge search
algorithm further improves the accuracy of this method. Perhaps the most notable strength of the neural network
segmentation and cross band alignment method is its ability to consistently ignore background features, which are
captured by the other methods of segmentation. As the neural network is trained to classify such features as
background in LW frames, the corresponding MW and SW segmentations performed with transformed and aligned
LW masks are also devoid of similar background misclassifications. Additional work needs to be done in training
the neural network for identifying the edges of the rotor blades in the MW and SW images.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study concludes that in multi-spectral IR images, the shorter the wavelength, the more difficult it is to segment
the object from the background due to variations of reflectance from the objects and the background. The result of
this research is a novel image segmentation method using a neural network for training the texture of the LW images
and then guide the segmentation of the MW and SW images, while a second neural network is used to find the local
edge information in the MW and SW images. The neural network is a powerful non-linear classifier. It has the
ability to be trained by image samples directly, which makes it robust and adaptable to various environments. It is
also convenient to re-train a neural network when presented with new objects or new background clutters. We have
tested the neural network-based segmentation method in comparison to the Wavelet-threshold and Grab-Cut
methods. Both neural networks show better performance in locating fuzzy edges in the multi-band IR images than
the other two methods. Test results have shown increased overall accuracy and robustness of the neural network
based segmentation scheme for multi-spectral IR images.
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